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PURPOSE. To investigate macular photoreceptor structure in
patients with inherited retinal degeneration using high-resolu-
tion images and to correlate the findings with clinical pheno-
types and genetic mutations.

METHODS. Adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy
(AOSLO) images of photoreceptors were obtained in 16 eyes:
five with retinitis pigmentosa (RP), three with cone-rod dystro-
phy (CRD), and eight without retinal disease. A quadratic
model was used to illustrate cone spacing as a function of
retinal eccentricity. Cone spacing at 1° eccentricity was com-
pared with standard measures of central visual function, includ-
ing best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA), foveal threshold, and
multifocal electroretinogram (mfERG) amplitude and timing.
Intervisit variations were studied in one patient with RP and
one patient with CRD. Screening of candidate disease genes
identified mutations in two patients, one with RP (a rhodopsin
mutation) and the other with CRD (a novel RPGR-ORF15
mutation).

RESULTS. Cone spacing values were significantly different from
normal for patients with RP (P � 0.01) and CRD (P � 0.0001)
and demonstrated a statistically significant correlation with
foveal threshold (P � 0.0003), BCVA (P � 0.01), and mfERG
amplitude (P � 0.008). Although many RP patients showed
normal cone spacing within 1° of fixation, cones could not be
unambiguously identified in several retinal regions. Cone spac-
ing increased in all CRD patients, even those with early disease.
Little variation was observed in cone spacing measured during
two sessions fewer than 8 days apart.

CONCLUSIONS. AOSLO images can be used to study macular cones
with high resolution in patients with retinal degeneration. The

authors present the first report of cone structure in vivo in pa-
tients with mutations in rhodopsin and RPGR-ORF15 and show
that macular cones display distinct characteristics, depending on
the underlying disease. AOSLO imaging, therefore, can provide
new insight into possible mechanisms of cone vision loss in
patients with retinal degeneration. (Invest Ophthalmol Vis Sci.
2007;48:3283–3291) DOI:10.1167/iovs.06-1422

Retinal degenerations constitute a group of inherited dis-
eases that result in progressive death of photoreceptors. In

retinitis pigmentosa (RP), cone dysfunction is secondary to rod
degeneration and ultimately results in loss of fine visual acuity.1

The mechanism of cone death in patients with RP, often
caused by rod-specific mutations, remains unclear,2–4 in part
because photoreceptors cannot be easily visualized in living
eyes. The blur caused by irregularities of the eye’s optics limits
the resolution of retinal images with the methods commonly
used in clinical practice.5 Adaptive optics (AO) can compen-
sate for these aberrations and has been used to provide high-
resolution retinal images.6–13 Scanning laser ophthalmoscopy
(SLO) provides the ability to record images in real time, to
obtain high-contrast retinal images, and to optically section the
tissue.14 The integration of AO into SLO—AOSLO—further
improves the resolution and contrast resulting from the supe-
rior rejection of light from out-of-focus layers.15–17 After cor-
recting aberrations, lateral resolutions on the order of 2 �m
can be achieved, thereby allowing visualization of single-cone
photoreceptors.18,19 Recent studies have demonstrated the
feasibility of using AO to image cones in the maculas of pa-
tients with retinal degeneration, including those with cone-rod
dystrophy (CRD).20,21 However, all but one patient studied to
date has undergone imaging using flood-illuminated AO sys-
tems.20,21

The present study was designed to evaluate, with the use of
a clinically deployable AOSLO system, a larger number of
patients with retinal degeneration and unaffected controls than
had been reported previously.20,21 To better understand the
relationship between rod and cone survival in patients with RP
and CRD, we obtained high-resolution cone images from such
patients. We then correlated measures of cone spacing with
common clinical measures of macular cone structure and func-
tion in patients with these two types of retinal dystrophy, as
reported earlier.20,21 However, in contrast to previous studies,
we used an AOSLO with an infrared light source, thereby
minimizing exposure to visible light, which is reported to
increase disease severity in animal models of retinal degenera-
tion22–26; we identified genetic mutations in two patients and
investigated these with the use of AOSLO; we correlated high-
resolution macular cone images with high-resolution fundus–
guided perimetry results; and we obtained images of patients
twice within 8 days to determine the reproducibility of AOSLO
cone measures.

SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Research procedures were performed in accordance with the Decla-
ration of Helsinki. The study protocol was approved by the institu-
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tional review boards of the University of California, San Francisco, the
University of California at Berkeley, and the University of Michigan. All
subjects gave written informed consent before participation in the
studies.

Clinical Examination

The study population consisted of 16 eyes, from five patients with RP,
three patients with CRD, and eight subjects with unaffected eyes
(Table 1). Each patient and each subject with healthy eyes underwent
complete eye examination. All patients and three subjects with healthy
eyes (subject ages 20, 27, and 61 years) underwent additional clinical
testing that included testing of color vision, visual field, multifocal
electroretinography (ERG), optical coherence tomography (OCT), and
measurement of best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) with a Snellen
chart and reported as the quotient of the Snellen acuity (20/20 � 1.0).
Acuities equal to or better than 20/20 were recorded as 20/20. Patients
were excluded if their pupils did not dilate to at least 7 mm, they had
dense cataracts or other media opacities, they had previously under-
gone refractive surgery, they had pseudophakia, or they were unable
to maintain stable fixation on a 1° target. Color vision was assessed
with the use of a color vision test (Farnsworth D-15 panel; Richmond
Products, Inc., Albuquerque, NM). Subjects showing no crossing errors
on the color vision test were further examined with a Lanthony 15-hue
desaturated panel. Automated perimetry was completed with a visual
field analyzer (Humphrey Visual Field Analyzer II; 750-6116-12.6; Carl

Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA), 10-2 Swedish interactive thresholding
algorithm (SITA) with measurement of foveal thresholds, a Goldmann
III stimulus on a white background (31.5 ASB), and an exposure
duration of 200 ms. Goldmann kinetic perimetry was performed with
V-4e and I-4e targets. Fundus-related microperimetry was examined in
a subset of subjects (MP-1; Nidek Technologies America Inc., Greens-
boro, NC). The central 8° visual field was tested with a Goldmann III
stimulus of 200-ms duration with a 4-2 threshold strategy; subjects
were instructed to fixate on the center of four crosses, each 2° in size
at an eccentricity of 5°. Fixation was monitored with respect to the
fovea—judged by anatomic landmarks—and stability. Numeric thresh-
olds in decibels (dB) were exported and overlain with AOSLO images
(Matlab software; Mathworks, Natick, MA). OCT images were obtained
(Stratus OCT 4.0.2 software; Zeiss Instruments, Dublin, CA) to deter-
mine retinal thickness with 6-mm horizontal scans centered on the
anatomic fovea. Retinal thickness was measured using calipers to mark
the vitread surface of the foveal dip and the first highly reflective band
sclerad to the vitread surface. Pupils were dilated with 1% tropicamide
and 2.5% phenylephrine before full-field ERG, which was performed
after 45 minutes of dark adaptation using a Burian-Allen contact lens
electrode (Hansen Ophthalmic Development Laboratory, Iowa City,
IA), according to International Society for Clinical Electrophysiology
and Vision (ISCEV)27 standards. Multifocal ERG (mfERG) testing was
performed in a light-adapted state (VERIS 5.1.10�; Electro-Diagnostic
Imaging, Inc., Redwood City, CA) with a Burian-Allen contact lens

TABLE 1. Clinical Characteristics of the Patients Studied

Patient/
Symbol

Age
(y) Sex

Diagnosis/
Genotype VA

Foveal
Threshold

(dB)

Color
Testing/

Axis

Goldmann
Visual
Field Full-Field ERG

mfERG
Amplitude

(�V)

mfERG
Timing
(msec)

RP 1/X 26 F Simplex RP 1.0 36 Normal 20° central island Mixed scotopic
reduced 70% and
delayed, photopic
reduced 80% and
delayed

48.2 25.8

RP 2/open
circles

33 M Simplex RP 1.0 37 Normal Absolute scotoma
30°–60° inferior
to fixation

Mixed scotopic
reduced 70% and
delayed, photopic
reduced 50% and
delayed

77.1 27.5

RP 3/open
squares

33 F ADRP/rhodopsin
Gly51Val

1.0 37 NT Absolute ring
scotoma 10°–60°
from fixation

Mixed scotopic
reduced 20% and
delayed, photopic
normal

55.4 28.3

RP 4/open
diamonds

37 F Simplex RP 0.5 31 7/Tritan Absolute ring
scotoma 20°–50°
from fixation

Mixed scotopic NR,
photopic severely
reduced

16.4 24.2

RP 5/open
triangles

43 F Simplex RP 1.0 34 Normal Absolute scotoma
10°–30° superior
to fixation

Mixed scotopic NR,
photopic severely
reduced

35.3 30.8

CRD 1/filled
diamonds

32 M XLCRD/RPGR
ORF15 Glu481
GlyfsX492

1.0 27 3/Tritan Full to V4e and I4e Scotopic normal,
photopic reduced
40% below
normal

20.1 30.8

CRD 2/filled
triangles

41 M Simplex CRD 0.4 23 8/Mixed Absolute 5°
diameter central
scotoma

Scotopic normal,
photopic reduced
20% below
normal

14.2 35.8

CRD 3/filled
circles

42 M Simplex CRD 0.3 26 6/Mixed Full to V4e and I4e Scotopic normal,
photopic reduced
20% below
normal

24.9 36.7

Symbols refer to those in Figures 4 and 7. RP, retinitis pigmentosa; CRD, cone rod dystrophy; AD, autosomal dominant; XL, X-linked; VA, visual
acuity in the study eye; color testing, number of crossing errors using a Farnsworth D-15 panel; axis, axis of confusion; normal, no crossing errors;
NT, not tested; NR, not recordable; mfERG, multifocal electroretinogram P1 response measured from the central trace. Full-field ERG responses
are reported for dark-adapted mixed rod and cone b-waves (scotopic) and light-adapted single flash b-waves (photopic); values are given as
percentage below the lower limits of normal for our laboratory. Genotype is reported only for patients in whom molecular analysis revealed
disease-causing mutations in genes, as described in Methods.
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electrode according to ISCEV standards.28 Responses were recorded
using 16 30-second sequences in each eye. The stimulus consisted of
103 elements covering the central 40° diameter of the visual field; the
flash intensity was 200 cd/m2, the intensity of dark frames was less
than 4 cd/m2, and the average luminance was 100 cd/m2. Fixation was
monitored with the use of an infrared eye camera. The signal was
amplified 100,000 times, and the bandwidth measured 10 to 100 Hz. A
single iteration of 17% spatial averaging was performed (VERIS soft-
ware; Electro-Diagnostic Imaging, Inc.). Response amplitudes of the
first-order waveform were measured from N1-P1, and P1 response
latency was reported.

Mutation Screening

One patient with X-linked (XL) CRD was screened, on a research basis,
for mutations in the RPGR gene previously associated with cone-rod
dystrophies.29–33 Molecular analysis of rhodopsin, RDS, and RP1 was
performed on patients with autosomal dominant (AD) RP, and analysis
of the CRX and ABCA4 genes was performed on patients with CRD.
These tests were chosen because genetic testing was available on a
fee-for-service basis, performed by CLIA-certified laboratories (Univer-
sity of Iowa Diagnostic Laboratories and Carver Laboratory for Molec-
ular Diagnosis, Iowa City, IA; and University of Michigan Ophthalmic
Molecular Diagnostic Laboratory, Ann Arbor, MI).

AOSLO Image Acquisition

All patients and eight subjects with healthy eyes (subjects’ ages 20, 26,
27, 27, 39, 40, 57, and 61) underwent AOSLO. The eye with better
visual acuity or more stable fixation was chosen for imaging studies. A
dental impression mount was used to stabilize head position. Briefly,
the AOSLO system makes use of a low-coherence, 840-nm light source,
a Shack-Hartman wavefront sensor, and a 140-actuator microelectro-
machined (MEMS) deformable mirror (Boston Micromachines Corpo-
ration, Watertown, MA).18 Digital videos were recorded at 25 locations
surrounding fixation, extending 2° from fixation, and obtained at 0.5°
intervals. Additional videos were recorded in regions of relative or
absolute scotoma in each patient and in comparable regions in a subset
of subjects with healthy eyes.

AOSLO Image Analysis

Distortions in images caused by eye movements were eliminated with
the use of customized software.34,35 After correction, static frames
were averaged to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio. These images were
then organized (Adobe Photoshop; Adobe Systems Inc., Mountain
View, CA) by aligning landmarks on overlapping images to create a
continuous 4° montage of macular cones surrounding fixation.

Cone Spacing Analysis

Image scales were computed from calibration images of a model eye,
recorded before each imaging session. Regions of the image in which
a contiguous cone mosaic was clearly visible were selected, and the
power spectrum was computed using ImageJ software (version 1.3 6b
with Java 1.5.0_06; http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij; National Institutes of
Health, Bethesda, MD). The location of each analyzed region was
determined with respect to the fovea from the montage image.
Spatial frequency of the ring in the power spectrum, corresponding
to the cone-sampling frequency,36 was manually identified at up to
eight locations on the ring and was then converted to angular cone
spacing using the following equation, assuming hexagonal packing
of the cone mosaic: center-to-center spacing � line spacing/cos
(�/6).

Whenever a ring in the power spectrum was not clearly resolved,
individual cones were identified manually. Average nearest-neighbor
spacing was determined from the first peak in the density recovery
profile (DRP), a method devised by Rodieck37 to quantify the spatial
arrangement of cells.9 DRP plots the average histogram of density of all
cells surrounding each cell in the mosaic as a function of distance from

the central cone. Figure 1 describes both analysis methods. Cone
spacing was chosen as a metric because it provided the most robust
and conservative measurement for comparison among eyes. Alter-
native methods, such as cone-packing density, are unreliable unless
all cones in a region can be confidently identified, whereas fast
Fourier transform (FFT)– based methods and cone spacing estimated
from manual selection do not require all cones in the mosaic to be
visible.

To confirm our cone spacing measurements, histologic data from
the literature38 were converted from cones/mm2 to cone spacing in
arcminutes on the retina using a conversion factor of 282 �m � 1°.38

This conversion assumes hexagonal cone packing, which may slightly
underestimate cone spacing in retinal locations with amorphous cone
packing.

Statistical Analysis

The best model to describe cone spacing measurements as a function
of degrees of eccentricity from the fovea was determined (version 9.1;
SAS Institute, Cary, NC). Statistical analysis (SAS Proc Mixed; SAS
Institute) was used to fit the model to accommodate repeated mea-
surements that were taken on two subjects. Empiric evaluation of the
plots of data for each subject suggested that a quadratic model should
fit the data well in the range of retinal eccentricity over which cone
spacing data were collected. Individual subjects appeared to have
different intercepts and slopes, so these terms were entered into the
model as random effects. In a preliminary analysis, the intercept, linear
coefficient, and quadratic coefficient were entered as random effects.
The final model included degree, degree2, disease status (normal is
reference group), interaction of degree and disease status, and the
interaction of degree2 and disease status as fixed effects. The estimated
quadratic model was used to generate a curve predicting the mean
normal cone spacing with the 95% prediction range (PR) at each
eccentricity; curves for RP and CRD patients were generated in a
similar manner. RP and CRD curves were then compared with the
normal curve using a likelihood ratio test. The test value can be
referred to a �2 value with 3 df. Because unambiguous cones were not
identified within 0.5° of fixation in most subjects, cone spacing for
each patient was estimated from the model for each patient at a single
location, 1° eccentric to the fovea. These values were then used to
correlate with measures of central visual function, including BCVA,
automated perimetry thresholds, mfERG amplitudes and timing using a
two-tailed Pearson correlation coefficient (GraphPad Prism version
4.0c for Macintosh; GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA). P � 0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Cone Spacing Measured by AOSLO in Subjects
with Healthy Eyes Compared Favorably with
Histologic Data from the Literature

Figure 2A shows an AOSLO image of the photoreceptor mosaic
1° from the fovea of a healthy eye. Every photoreceptor was
resolved at this retinal location. A continuous montage of
photoreceptor images surrounding the fovea was created in
subjects with healthy eyes, providing unambiguous visualiza-
tion of cone arrays that were readily quantified throughout the
central macula. Quantification of cone spacing at a number of
retinal eccentricities for eight healthy eyes is shown in Figure
2B. Mean cone spacing � 1 SD is indicated for each measure-
ment. Values predicted by the quadratic model and 95% PR of
normal cone spacing measured using AOSLO compared favor-
ably with the mean � 2 SD of cone spacing that was measured
histologically,38 despite different measurement techniques and
the use of live human subjects.
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Cones Were Readily Imaged with the Use of
AOSLO in Patients with Retinal Degeneration
High-resolution macular cone images were obtained in all eight
patients with retinal degenerative diseases, including one pa-
tient (RP 1) with a small central posterior subcapsular cataract
and cystoid macular edema (CME). Clinical characteristics of
the patients are summarized in Table 1. Fixation was stable and
located within 0.5° of the anatomic fovea in all patients, as
determined by minimal retinal thickness on OCT and fixation
testing during microperimetry. None of the patients demon-
strated fundus flecks or a dark choroid, and the patient with XL
CRD revealed no tapetal-like sheen.39 Genetic mutations were
identified in two patients. One patient with autosomal domi-
nant retinitis pigmentosa (ADRP) (RP 3) showed a heterozy-
gous GGC�GTC nucleotide substitution in codon 51 of the
rhodopsin gene, resulting in an amino acid change of Gly51Val.
Another patient with XL CRD (CRD 1) demonstrated a deletion
in exon ORF15 of RPGR (ORF�1443_1444 delGA) resulting in
a frameshift mutation, Glu481GlyfsX492. This novel mutation
is at the 3� end of ORF15, where other mutations from patients
with XL CRD have been reported.29–33 An example of cone
images obtained from each of these patients, RP 1 (top), RP 3
(middle), and CRD 1 (bottom), is shown in Figure 3. A contig-
uous cone mosaic with normal cone spacing was detected in
patient RP 1, whereas patchy regions of cone loss were seen
adjacent to regions with more normal cone spacing in patient
RP 3, the patient with ADRP carrying a rhodopsin mutation.
Patient CRD 1 had a contiguous cone mosaic with increased
cone spacing.

A summary of cone spacing for all eight patients examined
is shown in Figure 4. Cone spacing was analyzed using the FFT

method for all patients except CRD 1, CRD 3, and RP 1, whose
images were analyzed according to the DRP method. Although
normal macular cone spacing was observed in many patients
with RP, when evaluated as a group, cone structures near the
foveas of patients with RP were significantly different for sub-
jects with healthy eyes and for CRD patients. Comparison of
the curve for patients with RP and subjects with healthy eyes
yielded a test statistic of 11.3 (P � 0.01). Similarly, comparison
of patients with CRD and subjects with healthy eyes yielded a
test statistic of 33.5 (P � 0.0001). At 1° from the fovea, mean
cone spacing was 20% greater than normal for RP patients and
70% greater than normal for CRD patients. In addition to
significant quantitative differences in cone spacing, qualitative
abnormalities were observed in AOSLO images from patients
with retinal degeneration. For example, despite the presence
of many locations with quantifiable cones, there were patches
in which cones could not be identified reliably throughout the
maculas of RP patients. This phenomenon was not observed in
healthy eyes. Figure 5 shows AOSLO images within 2° of the
fovea of patient RP 3, superimposed with numeric threshold
results (dB) of fundus-guided microperimetry (MP-1; Nidek
Technologies, Inc.); normal thresholds measured 20 dB at all
locations shown. Despite quantifiable cones at several loca-
tions, we were unable to unambiguously identify cones in a
parafoveal annulus at approximately 1° eccentricity. Visual
function was reduced with perimetry values lower than 20 dB
in regions with increased cone spacing. Additionally, CME, a
feature commonly seen in patients with RP, was observed with
high resolution using AOSLO in an RP patient (RP 1; Fig. 6A)
and was detected on standard OCT (Fig. 6B). Despite the
presence of cystoid spaces, cones were readily visualized and

FIGURE 1. (A, B) FFT for measuring
cone spacing. (A) Cropped section of
the image from patient CRD 1. Not
every cone is resolved. (B) Power
spectrum of the cone image. The
ring indicates the sampling density of
the cone mosaic. The slight hexago-
nal appearance of the ring indicates
that the cones are hexagonally
packed at this location. (C, D) DRP
for measuring cone spacing. (C)
Cropped section of the image from
patient RP 4. Each mark indicates a
manually labeled cone. (D) Average
cone density in expanding annular
rings about each selected cone. The
first peak indicates the nearest-neigh-
bor distance, or average cone spac-
ing. Gaussian fit to the first peak in
the DRP is used to compute the av-
erage nearest-neighbor cone spacing.
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demonstrated normal cone spacing throughout the region,
evaluated within 2° of fixation in RP 1.

Cone Spacing Abnormalities Correlated with
Central Measures of Visual Function

Recognizing that all standard clinical measures of central mac-
ular function are of lower resolution than the single-cell reso-
lution possible with AOSLO, we asked whether AOSLO cone
spacing measured at a given location could be correlated with
common central measures of visual function. Cone spacing at
a single location, 1° eccentric to the fovea, was estimated from

the curve for every patient and for three healthy eyes (subject
ages 20, 27, and 61 years). Cone spacing measures were cor-
related with measures of central visual function, as shown in
Figure 7. We observed significant correlations among several

FIGURE 3. AOSLO cone montages taken from locations approximately
0.5° (approximately 150 �m) from the foveal center for a patient with
simplex RP (RP 1; top), ADRP (RP 3; middle), and XL CRD (CRD 1;
bottom). The cone mosaic of RP 1 is contiguous with normal cone
spacing, whereas patchy regions of cone loss are seen adjacent to
regions with more normal cone spacing in RP 3 with a rhodopsin
mutation. The cone mosaic of CRD 1 is contiguous with increased
cone spacing. Scale bar, 10 min arc or approximately 50 �m.

FIGURE 2. (A) Photoreceptor mosaic 1° from the fovea (upper left)
from a healthy eye taken with AOSLO using a low-coherent 840-nm
infrared source. Scale bar, 100 �m. (B) Quantitative measures of cone
spacing for eight healthy eyes (open squares, mean � 1 SD) were used
to estimate normal mean cone spacing at different retinal eccentricities
(black solid line) with 95% upper and lower PRs (black dotted lines)
using a quadratic model. Normal predictive values are comparable to
data from the literature obtained histologically (gray solid line, mean
cone spacing measured from eight healthy eyes; gray dashed lines,
mean � 2 SD from mean cone spacing measured histologically38).
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measures of macular cone function and cone spacing. Foveal
threshold (Pearson r � –0.88, P � 0.0003), BCVA (r � –0.73,
P � 0.01), and amplitude of the mfERG trace recorded within
1° of fixation (r � –0.75, P � 0.008) were negatively corre-
lated with cone spacing (Figs. 7A–C). However, no significant
correlation was identified between cone spacing and latency of
the central multifocal ERG trace (r � 0.50, P � 0.11; Fig. 7D)
or measures of central retinal thickness using OCT (r � –0.59,
P � 0.07).

Intervisit Variability and Longitudinal Measures
of Cone Spacing over Time

We studied the reproducibility of cone spacing measurements
for two patients, one with RP (RP 1) and the other with XL
CRD (CRD 1). Images were obtained on two occasions, sepa-

rated by no more than 8 days. Figure 8 shows images of CRD
1 taken 3 days apart. Although the brightness of individual
cones varies, as expected, in the two images,12 identifiable
landmarks are present in each image. For example, a region
with bright profiles surrounded by darker ones is seen in each
image (white boxes). Quantitative measures of cone spacing
were made at three locations eccentric to fixation in which
unambiguous cones could be identified at each session. Al-
though these two patients did not provide enough data to
make a statistical statement about variation between visits,
agreement was good, with little or no change between imaging
sessions. In each patient, the values differed by less than 0.01
arcminutes of cone spacing at each location, providing some
evidence for similarity of cone spacing measurements across
short time periods.

DISCUSSION

We used AOSLO to evaluate macular cones in subjects with
healthy eyes and in patients with two types of inherited retinal
degenerative disease, RP and CRD. In contrast to earlier studies
that used adaptive optics,20,21 the infrared light source used in
the present work provided higher-resolution images with im-
proved fidelity by reducing interference artifacts and minimiz-
ing exposure to visible light during imaging. By examining a
larger number of patients, we confirmed previous observations
of increased cone spacing in affected persons and performed
curve-fitting to estimate mean cone spacing with 95% PRs at
different eccentricities for groups of patients with RP and CRD.
We also identified genetic mutations in two patients and cor-
related high-resolution macular cone images with high-resolu-
tion fundus–guided perimetry and investigated short-term re-
producibility of AOSLO cone measures.

FIGURE 4. Quantitative AOSLO cone spacing in arcminutes from pa-
tients with RP (open symbols) and CRD (filled symbols). Solid line:
mean estimated cone spacing for subjects with healthy eyes. Dotted
lines: upper and lower 95% PR.

FIGURE 5. AOSLO images with fundus–guided microperimetry (MP-1;
Nidek Technologies, Inc.) results superimposed within 2° of the pre-
ferred retinal locus of patient RP 3. Visual function is reduced in
regions with increased cone spacing. Numeric values � patient thresh-
olds; normal threshold values at all regions tested � 20 dB.

FIGURE 6. (A) AOSLO images of patient RP 1 show cyst walls of CME
with high resolution. Cone spacing falls within 95% predictive values
for subject with healthy eyes. Scale bar, 1° (approximately 300 �m).
(B) OCT scan indicates CME.
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As previously reported,20,21 CRD patients have regions of
contiguous cone mosaics but increased spacing. The reflec-
tive properties of remaining cones in CRD patients degraded
with abnormal spacing. This can be expected because his-
tologic studies of CRD patients with advanced disease dem-
onstrate increased cone pedicle size40 – 42 and shortened
outer segments.32,40,41 It is not surprising that morphologic
changes in the cones would disrupt the conditions that
make them such excellent waveguides.11 Reporting the na-
ture of the reduction in cone density is important because

cone loss in retinal disease can manifest in different ways.
For example, images obtained with flood-illuminated AO
from patients with congenital red-green color blindness re-
vealed no cone enlargement despite a one-third reduction in
spatial density.13 These observations may yield insight into
the process by which cones die, with the added advantage
that measurements can be followed longitudinally in living
patients and correlated with measures of visual function.
Furthermore, AOSLO may provide a sensitive means of de-
tecting retinal degeneration early in the course of disease. In

FIGURE 7. Foveal threshold (A),
best-corrected visual acuity (B), and
amplitude of the central mfERG P1
response (C) are significantly corre-
lated with cone spacing, whereas
timing of the central mfERG re-
sponse is not (D). Symbols (other
than filled squares) represent pa-
tients in Table 1; filled squares rep-
resent subjects with healthy eyes.

FIGURE 8. (A, B) AOSLO images
taken on two separate sessions, 3
days apart, from a patient with XL
CRD (CRD 1). Lower images are
higher-magnification views of the
boxed regions of the larger montage
images. Individual cones can be dis-
tinguished in each image, though the
brightness of each cone varies, as has
been previously reported.12
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addition, as therapies that prevent vision loss become avail-
able, earlier diagnosis may be of great value.

The genetic mutations underlying retinal degeneration
were identified in two patients. A patient with ADRP (RP 3),
carrying a rhodopsin mutation (Gly51Val), demonstrated a
parafoveal annulus at approximately 1° eccentricity at which
cones could not be unambiguously identified despite the pres-
ence of several other locations with quantifiable cones (Fig. 5).
In regions with increased cone spacing, visual function was
reduced, suggesting focal loss of cones resulting from this
rhodopsin mutation. However, we could not rule out other
mechanisms that might have contributed to reduced visual
function in this patient. A patient with XL CRD (CRD 1)
revealed a novel mutation near the 3� end of the retinitis
pigmentosa GTPase regulator (RPGR) gene in exon ORF15
(1443_1444 del GA). Although this patient’s mutation has not
been previously reported, other mutations in XL CRD patients
have been identified in the 3� region of ORF15.29,32,33,43 Pre-
viously, a histologic study of a 69-year-old patient with a 1-nu-
cleotide insertion in RPGR-ORF15 and clinical findings at age
40 similar to those of our patient demonstrated cone and rod
loss with shortened outer segments in the macula and loss of
regular cone spacing attributable to cell death.32 The function
of RPGR is not completely understood44,45; nevertheless, mice
with altered RPGR function demonstrated progressive death of
rods and cones, suggesting an essential role in the maintenance
of photoreceptor function.45,46 This study is the first to mea-
sure in vivo cone spacing in RP and CRD patients with known
genetic mutations. Continued measurements may ultimately
yield insight into the role rhodopsin and RPGR play in cone
survival.

As in previous reports,20,21 AOSLO cone spacing measures
correlated significantly with foveal threshold, visual acuity, and
mfERG amplitude in this study. By limiting our cone spacing
measures to regions in which cones could be unambiguously
identified, our estimates provided an extreme upper bound on
the health of the mosaic. Choi et al.20 had earlier correlated
mfERG amplitude measures at different eccentricities with
flood-illuminated AO images from three RP patients, one CRD
patient, and one patient with juvenile macular dystrophy. Rec-
ognizing that mfERG responses often captured more than one
region measured with AO, they chose to average cone densi-
ties, as determined by an automated averaging system, from the
different represented regions. In contrast, we chose to corre-
late the central-most mfERG response amplitude with the cone
spacing value estimated from a statistical model for each pa-
tient at a single location, 1° eccentric to the fovea, to avoid
averaging the cone spacing measures from different eccentric-
ities that might be represented by a single mfERG trace. Im-
portantly, the findings of our study are similar to those of Choi
et al.,20 suggesting AO cone measures correlate well with
measures of central visual function, even with different
methods.

We found no significant correlation between cone spacing
and central retinal thickness with OCT, probably because our
measurements using standard clinical software did not provide
the resolution necessary to measure photoreceptor outer seg-
ments quantitatively. However, more quantitative measures of
OCT images47–50 obtained by higher-resolution systems51–53

may reveal a relationship. In addition, it is possible that subtle
CME increased the retinal thickness measured from a single
OCT scan. AOSLO images provide an extremely high-resolu-
tion, en face image of CME, a condition that affects many RP
patients,54,55 and the CME does not preclude imaging cones
using AOSLO.

Finally, our data suggest that macular cones can be mea-
sured with excellent reproducibility over time in patients with
RP and CRD. We observed cone spacing values that differed by

no more than 0.01 arcminutes in repeated measures of two
subjects, providing some evidence that AOSLO imaging can be
performed reliably with little short-term variation.

In summary, we have used AOSLO to image macular cones
with high resolution in subjects with healthy eyes and patients
with retinal degenerative diseases. AOSLO provides a sensitive
measure of cone structure in patients with retinal degenera-
tion, both at early and advanced stages of the disease, and
permits in vivo genotype–phenotype correlation of cone struc-
ture in patients with known genetic mutations. AOSLO cone
parameters correlate well with measures of central visual func-
tion, which include visual acuity, foveal threshold, and mfERG
amplitude. Cone spacing measures were reproducible in two
patients, one with RP and another with CRD, suggesting that
AOSLO imaging may be useful in monitoring cones during
disease progression and in response to treatment.
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